ERM Use Case - Selection of a new e-journal
Developed with Royal Holloway, University of London (17 December 2010)
Generic Description – UC1 - A new e-journal title is requested.
The library has to check which platforms provided access under what license conditions
and cost, establish if the necessary budget is available, and if it is decided to go ahead
with the subscription, trigger an acquisition workflow.

1 - Use Case Description – What happens?
Activity – The selection of a new e-journal title is a decision support (DS) process that is
iterative in all respects and can be abandoned at any stage until a final purchase decision
is made.
• The selection process is largely driven by academics, with no time for the intricacies
of ʻhowʼ the desired content is available and the variables underlying those
arrangements (Factors include: Needed just for 1 year? Long term? Requirement
for Back files? Post-cancellation rights? Is subscription preferable to on demand
document delivery? Access method etc).
• The process may be initiated as a new title request through an annual cycle or ad
hoc requests throughout the year.
• Once the requirement is explicitly indentified, the process proceeds to analysis of
overlaps with current / possible deals; at RH, SFX helps in this respect, though it
may not know about some deals.
• Budget is a variable throughout as each title request is part of the bigger
departmental picture.
• The activity may be interwoven with trials, including reviewing the interface for new
publishers and platforms.
• At RH, the process is managed through a combination of email, spreadsheets and
paper forms (for ad hoc requests)
• If the process is successful it leads to an order being generated in the LMS.
Volumes – in 2010-11, there were c.150 new title requests in annual process (80
progressed to purchase) plus 20 ad hoc requests during the year
Actors – Initiated by the academic departments, mediated by the liaison librarian team,
with each request being investigated by the e-Resources Manager working with the
Acquisitions team; this is both time and skills intensive.
Data involved – The following all involve data: Request for title; cross check budget
balance; identify ISSN and Publisher (typically from Ulrichs); consolidate list of titles per
publisher; check shared UoL Senate House resource; check national NESLi deals; check
aggregated deals from publishers; check current licenses (if any part available already).
The key entities are Budgets, Requests, Titles, Title availability, Deals.
Workflows – Each of 1-5 is iterative: (1) Receive request; (2) Clarify what is required; (3)
Identify where available; (4) Identify how licensed (terms, deals, platforms); (5) Agree the
package with the department; (6) Proceed to order
Current Examples – 150 requests led to 80 purchases in the 2010 annual review; the
Journal of Genocide Studies was, for example, a complex case
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2 - Motivation – What are the pain points?
What are the current problems – Generally, this is like platting fog with many variable
working parts and internal / external data sources. The problems include:
• Incomplete info from requester at start
• Complexity of options appraisal involving multiple sources of data and decision
support intelligence – e.g. Ulrichs, SFX, EZproxy, Ebsco & Swets; there is also
knowledge held by subscription agent systems not publicly available to clients
• Negotiation of budgeting between departments sharing the cost, especially for
packages
• Dependency on university budget process; the timeline of June to September
(Cancellations) or November (New orders) should be brought forward
• NESLi deals are not announced till November
• There are also complexities that will not change such as mismatch of the HE
financial years and publisher subscription years.
Efficiency assessment – Major saving in improved data entry and appraisal will free up
library staff time; in an ideal world a front end on to Ulrichs would be highly desirable
Economy assessment - Opportunity to structure purchasing more beneficially
Effectiveness assessment - No end user impact as the benefits do not come through till
January except for packages; however smart decision making may open up better
packages and deliver more breadth and depth

3 - Intended Benefits – What is the business case?
Library Service – See above; relieving the pressure of the process would release
professional staff time and allow the library to think beyond the mechanics and the easy
quick choices
Users – Main benefit to the end user (student, researcher) would be speedier access to
new content thanks to speedier ordering process but it would also improve the decision
making process for the departments thanks to enriched data made more easily available
Suppliers – May gain a sense of market demand if selection becomes a shared service,
but bear in mind that there is only one publisher per title and therefore this is not a
competitive demand driven process

4 - Consequences of doing it ‘above campus’
The proposition – As illustrated below, the selection DS process (Request > Options >
Choice) requires a system that brings together the actors in the process (notably the
requester and the library team) and that supports the aggregation process (notably
departmental budgets and cross-departmental bundles).
There is the option to derive additional potential by supporting that in ʻthe cloudʼ, thereby
sharing the accumulated intelligence with other universities in the form of an extended
Knowledge Base (KB+).
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What will happen? - KB+ would enable the community to build up wider intelligence
around a core KB about titles and deals in the manner of comparison websites. For
example, this would be the logical home for usage stats and even ratings. This would be
feasible given that the core KB was of the highest quality.
Potential Risks – Assuming KB is world class and the platform is robust, the risks would
lie in not being widely used (a white elephant), fear of losing institutional differentiation
(though some data could be private), and giving too great a sense of involvement to the
requesters (who would still lack the ability to make their own decisions).
Potential Opportunities – An accessible online process that accumulates data would be
a trap door for wider opportunities and would link logically with above-campus licensing
and management services. There may be benefits to publishers too; for example, accurate
information in one place and could seed other above campus KB needs / opportunities.
Consequences of not doing it – The current process is a barrier to efficiency, is wasteful
of specialist time and makes the library appear bureaucratic.

5 - Implementation Pointers
Mechanism – Operated above campus; shared data as well as infrastructure; with privacy
options (e.g. institutional requests list)
Inputs & Outputs – The process has a clean start (a title request); order detail is the key
output; outstanding and rejected requests would also be valuable outputs
Standards & Protocols – There are no library specific standards involved; some libraries
will already have tools that support parts of this process but nothing standardised
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Existing systems – An ideal DS system would be linked to internal (e.g. SFX or other
Knowledge Base for existing licenses) and to external (e.g. Ulrichs for pricing, JISC
Collections for NESLi deals, any subscription agent database) data sources; the end of the
process could populate LMS order records. However, the interactive end-to-end process
support is more important than the data source integration.
Staffing - No extra local staffing; the shared service would maintain the KB; local effort
would add to KB+ in the natural course of the selection process

6 - Challenges & Costs – Direct and indirect
Set up and Transition – This will require a minimum of a database, permissions, data
entry forms, review / reporting capability; ideally it would require an extended KB structure,
integration with Ulrichs, budget controls, export of order records
Ongoing - if this is to be done properly, the ongoing cost lies in licensing the underlying
Knowledge Base rather than in the software to support the processes.
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